
MATERIALS
A Social Discipline Window visual that you can hold up to your webcam to show

participants or one on your computer that you can show through screen-share. A

Zoom account with breakout room ability. Conflict scenarios that are relevant to

your group and their context (i.e., If you are working with school staff, use

school-based scenarios that will feel relatable to their work and daily

interactions). Note: You need four or more students to play this game.

INSTRUCTIONS
Begin by offering a basic introduction to the Social Discipline Window. The Social

Discipline Window describes four basic approaches to maintaining social norms

and behavioral boundaries. The four approaches are represented as different

combinations of high or low control and high or low support. When there is high

control (or high expectations of behavior), but low support, this is a punitive or

“to” approach. When there is high support, but low control (or low expectations

of behavior), this is a permissive or “for” approach. When there is both low

support and low control,

 this is a neglectful or “not” 

approach. The restorative 

domain combines both high 

control (or high expectations 

of behavior) and high support 

and is characterized by doing 

things “with” people, rather 

than “to” them or “for” them. 

As you’re explaining this 

conceptual tool, it is helpful 

to use a simple and relatable scenario from your life so that you can give a quick

example of each approach. For example, the authors often use the example of

someone we live with not doing the dishes, and describe briefly what neglectful,

permissive, punitive, and restorative approaches to that scenario would look like

as they describe the model. 
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Students will internalize the restorative approach to conflict, behavior issues,

and harm. They will understand and be able to contrast the restorative approach

with other approaches.

OBJECTIVE

O N L I N E  V E R S I O N

Please see the Restorative Teaching Tools YouTube
Channel for a video demonstration of these instructions.



What are the benefits of the “with” approach? As you go about your life, how can

you remember to approach issues restoratively? Reflecting on the different areas

of your life (work, family, friends, etc.), what is your default response to harm

and conflict? How can you use this tool as a mental map to strive to respond more

restoratively in each of those contexts? When have you experienced each of

these approaches in your life, and what was it like?

DEBRIEF

As active members in the sport of hydrofoiling we understand the sport and have

accumulated a large collection of extreme hydrofoiling media. We are also

experts in the creation of all media and materials required for the project

including but not limited to web site design, e-commerce and photography. We

recommend using our production team to handle the creation of both sites.

You can choose to use restorative approaches in all areas of your life. What

differentiates a restorative approach from other approaches is that you take time

to support another person, while also holding high expectations of their behavior.

Accountability and understanding are equally important. It takes practice to

achieve this balance and is an ongoing area of development for all of us.

LESSON

 
Read a conflict scenario to the whole group and explain that they will be coming

up with the “not,” “to,” “for,” and “with” responses to the scenario. Next, divide

the group into four teams. Tell the teams they will have 3 minutes to work

together before coming back to the large group and then send them into their

breakout rooms. Join each of the breakout rooms one by one to assign each team

the quadrant of the Social Discipline Window they are responsible for (“not,”

“to,” “for,” or “with”).  Leave the teams in their breakout rooms and give them

about 3 minutes to work together to formulate a response to the conflict that

matches their quadrant (i.e., the “for” team has to come up with a permissive

response to the scenario).

 

When time is up, end the breakout rooms and bring everyone back to the main

group. Each team takes a turn to either act out or describe their response to the

scenario. Ask the other teams to identify which quadrant the presented response

fits in. Discuss each response. What is the impact of each response? What is

problematic about the “to” response? The “for” response? The “not” response?

What is effective about the “with” response? How could it be made even more

restorative?

 

Repeat the process with one or two additional scenarios, assigning “to,” “for,”

“not,” and “with” to different teams so that each team has a chance to practice

and internalize multiple approaches and what makes them different. 
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